
























































Website: www.rev-now.com

New York Showroom:
1441 Broadway, Suite 6126, New York, NY 10018, USA.
(By Appointment Only)
Email: contact@rev-now.com

Manufacturer : 

Introducing the Revolution Now Team – a fusion of time-honored skill and contemporary design excellence. Our journey begins with our esteemed 
associate partner, a beacon of sweater manufacturing with over 80 years of experience, headquarter situated in Hong Kong and 100% owned factory 
situated in southern part of China. Here, our adept craftsman technicians meticulously transform yarn into fashion, overseeing the metamorphosis from 
initial development to the nal product. e creative pulse of our operation is our designer, the owner and creative director based in the vibrant heart of 
New York City. is visionary leader partners seamlessly with our associated manufacturer, ensuring a cohesive and integrated process. Together, we are a New York City. is visionary leader partners seamlessly with our associated manufacturer, ensuring a cohesive and integrated process. Together, we are a 
vertical operation that takes pride in bringing designs to life with efficiency and artistry. Revolution Now is where the threads of tradition and innovation 
are interwoven to create more than just sweaters – we create statements. Join us as we knit the future of fashion, stitch by stylish stitch.

Designer : 

Welcome to the designer page of our fashion lookbook, where we spotlight the incredible journey of Nicky Chow, a visionary in the world of fashion.
Born in the vibrant city of Hong Kong, Nicky Chow embarked on a journey that would see him become a leading gure in the fashion industry. His Born in the vibrant city of Hong Kong, Nicky Chow embarked on a journey that would see him become a leading gure in the fashion industry. His 
educational path took him to the UK, where he not only honed his skills in painting but also developed a keen eye for aesthetic detail. is foundation
set the stage for his illustrious fashion career in New York.
In New York, Nicky furthered his expertise in pattern making, a skill that would become a cornerstone of his design philosophy. His talent and 
dedication led him to become a qualied commercial at knitting machine knitter, blending technical prociency with creative vision.
Since 2009, Nicky has been the creative force behind the Revolution Now fashion brand. Under his guidance, Revolution Now has become synonymousSince 2009, Nicky has been the creative force behind the Revolution Now fashion brand. Under his guidance, Revolution Now has become synonymous
with innovation, elegance, and a modern twist on classic styles. His unique approach to design, combining vibrant colors, sleek ts, and contemporary
patterns, has revolutionized the way we view and wear fashion. We invite you to appreciate Nicky Chow's creative contributions and his evolving impact 
in the fashion industry.

Contact us :

Hong Kong Headquarter:
16/Floor, Hang Cheong Factory Building, 1 Wing Ming Street,
Kowloon, Hong Kong.Kowloon, Hong Kong.
Email: kevin@rev-now.com
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